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Introduction
In the fusion process, a compound nucleus
(CN) is formed, where the projectile fuses with
the target nucleus, whose formation or decay
cross-section σCN is the sum of evaporation
residue (ER) cross section σER and the fusionfission cross section σf f , i.e., σCN = σER +
σf f . Then, there are other processes of quasifission (qf), incomplete fusion or deep-inelastic
collisions, etc., where the CN is not formed
but, like in qf, a few nucleon transfer between target and projectile occurs, referred to
as the non-compound nucleus (nCN) process
with cross-section σnCN , such that the (total)
fusion cross section σf us = σCN + σnCN .
Nuclear reactions involving weakly or
loosely bound projectiles are of great interest now a days. The low breakup threshold of these nuclei are posing new challenges
in both theory and experiments. An important aspect of collisions of loosely bound nuclei is that fusion is influenced atleast by two
factors, due to: (i) lower binding energy of
weakly bound nuclei, barriers are lower which
enhances fusion cross section at subbarrier energies; (ii) the coupling of the elastic channel with breakup, inelastic and transfer channels. However, in a recent work of Gupta and
Collaborators [1], it is shown that, within the
dynamical cluster-decay model (DCM), σf us
can be obtained quite accurately as a pure
CN process at a fixed value of the neck-length
∆R (the only parameter) for various reactions
formed with a loosely bound projectile on different targets at the same beam energy.
In this paper, we extend the above work further to loosely bound 9 Li projectile on stable
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208

Pb target, forming 217 At∗ . Similar to [1],
we are able to fit the total cross section σf us
at one value of ∆R, but, in addition, we find
that, instead of CN, the nCN is contributing
most towards the total fusion cross section.

Dynamical cluster-decay model
The Dynamical cluster-decay model (DCM)
of Gupta and Collaborators [1, 2] is used to
study the heavy ion reactions at low energies.
The DCM is the non-statistical description
of the dynamical mass motion of preformed
clusters through the interaction barriers which
treat all types of emission, i.e., ERs (A2 ≤ 4),
IMFs (5≤ A2 ≤20) and ff fragments on the
same level in contrast to statistical models
where each type of emission (ERs, IMFs or
ff) is treated on different footing (IMFs are a
part of ff). The decay of hot and rotating CN
in the DCM is worked out in terms of the decoupled relative separation R and mass (and
charge) asymmetries η = (A1 − A2 )/(A1 + A2 )
(and ηZ = (Z1 − Z2 )/(Z1 + Z2 )) coordinates,
defining the CN decay cross-section as
ℓmax
π X
= 2
(2ℓ+1)P0 P ; k =
k

r

2µEc.m.
~2
ℓ=0
(1)
Here, P0 is the preformation probability, referring to η-motion and P, the penetrability,
to R-motion. µ is the reduced mass with m
as the nucleon mass. ℓmax is the maximum
angular momentum, defined for light-particle
evaporation residue cross section σER →0.
The above formula is also applied to nCN
decay channel (treated as qf process) for which
P0 =1 since the incoming channel (target and
projectile nuclei) can be considered to have
not yet lost their identity for the qf process.

σA1 ,A2
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TABLE I: The DCM calculated (total) fusion cross section σf us at a fixed neck-length ∆R (Cal.1); and
each decay channel fitted as CN and nCN contributions with different ∆R’s (Cal.2).
Cal.1

Cal.2

(Fixed ∆R)

(Fitted ∆R to each channel cross section)
CN contribution

Decay-

σfCal.1
us

σfExpt
us

channel

(mb)

(mb)

nCN contribution

∆R

Cal.2
σCN

emp
σnCN

∆R

Cal.2
σnCN

σfCal.2
us

(fm)

(mb)

(mb)

(fm)

(mb)

(mb)

Ec.m. =38.1 MeV (Elab. =39.88 MeV)
∆R = 1.8121 fm
1n

722

-

1.0

3.08×10−3

0

0.1

1.41×10−7 3.08×10−3

2n

29.6

-

1.0

−4

1.31×10

0

0.1

1.83×10−8 1.31×10−4

3n

0.643

-

0.3

−11

5.09×10

0

0.1

3.63×10−9 3.63×10−9

4n

8.6×10−3 218±22

2.0

1.05

5n

5.34×10−5 534±29

2.0

3.6×10−4

6.19×10

2.0

1.91×10

6n
P6

x=1

−7

xn

752.243

752±37

216.95 1.4475
−6

1.05

Calculations and Results
Using the DCM, we have studied the decay
of 217 At∗ formed in 9 Li+208 Pb reaction. Table I gives the DCM calculated fusion cross
section for 217 At∗ at the near barrier energy
Ec.m. =38.1 MeV (Coulomb barrier for this reaction is 38.48 MeV), compared with the experimental data [3]. First of all, we fit the
total fusion cross section σf us at a fixed ∆R
value, without caring for the values obtained
for individual channels. Interestingly, we are
able to fit the total σfExpt
us nealy exactly, as the
pure CN decay process (compare with σfCal.1
us ).
However, if we compare the measured 4n and
5n decay channels, the pure CN fits are very
poor and calls for the empirical nCN contributions. Note that the calculated 1n contribution is very large which could possibly be reduced to (nearly) zero, if data for other (IMF
and/or ff) decay channels were available [4].
We have also fitted the CN cross section
Cal.2
σCN
as a pure CN process in terms of different ∆R’s for the best fit to observed individual decay channels (4n and 5n), reducing the
contributions of other possible channels (1-3n,

534

1.5369

0

0.1

750.95

217

218.05

534

534

8.75×10

−11

751

1.91×10−6
752.05

and 6n) to nearly zero. Then, in turn the
emp
empirically obtained σnCN
were fited as the
qf process (P0 =1). We find that the fits are
Cal.2
Cal.2
nearly exact (compare σfCal.2
us = σCN +σnCN
Cal.2
with σfExpt
us ), and the σnCN constittute most of
the fusion cross section. The same results are
obtained for other, below and above barrier,
energies. Further calculations are underway.
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